PROPOSAL TO DEVELOP THE
BELPER STRUTT MILL CIRCULAR
WALKS – A COMMUNITY
CONSULTATION

This proposal encourages the development of three
new circular walks – the Belper Strutt Mill Walks.
These will provide visitors with signposted routes
between their points of arrival to places of interest.
It will introduce visitors to Belper’s beauty, its
history, its culture and its businesses. It will provide
an insight into the history of Belper ‘as the first
cotton town’ and many of the landmarks and
historic locations.
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Belper - The First Cotton Town
A proposal to create the Belper Strutt Mill Circular Walks
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Section 1 - Executive Summary
Aims and ambitions
Belper Strutt Mill Walks initiative is part of the vision of the Belper North Mill Trust (the Trust) to make Belper
an accessible visitor attraction: a place that welcomes visitors, a place to be proud of, that makes it easy for
newcomers to see its beauty and understand the importance of its historical past as the first cotton town in
the world.
Our aim is to encourage the development of three new circular walks. The purpose of these walks is to provide
visitors with a signposted route linking carparks, the railway station and bus station to Belper’s scenic sites, its
landmarks and historic locations.
What we want to achieve:
· Attract greater numbers of visitors to Belper and show what it has to offer
· Promote greater economic activity in the town
· Attract greater numbers of visitors to Strutt’s North Mill and the Belper River Gardens
· Create more jobs
This proposal discusses why the new walks are needed, with suggestions on where they might go and how
they can be created and implemented over a period of years. The short-term intention is to seek to garner
support for the concept and implement the easy wins, with additional progress being made over a longer
period. Eventually when the three walks are fully in place they will be suitable for a range of abilities, ages and
interests, be fully signposted, waymarked, have matters of interest identified with accurate narratives, and
with beauty spots and recommended photo opportunities highlighted.
Whilst Belper has a rich and varied industrial history its attractions are quite subtle and consequently it is often
overlooked by many potential visitors. Although the Belper Mills are highly visible to visitors and served by
Strutt’s North Mill Museum and our existing Heritage Walks, there is little information available to potential
visitors about other historic industrial sites around the town that may be of interest.
Many potential visitors travel through the town along the A6 and do not see its beauty or history. They clearly
do not see why they should stop and take a look round. If we are to make Belper a town to rival Matlock,
Cromford and Bakewell in terms of visitor numbers we need to give those travelling through greater reasons to
stop and take an interest. The Belper Strutt Mill Walks, with appropriate promotion and signage, will provide
visitors with a reason to stop and take note. To fully achieve the optimum outcome, the scheme will require
support from the business community, Belper Town Council, the community and our partners in the Derwent
Valley Mills World Heritage Site.
What is proposed?
Three circular routes have been created, based on existing footpaths, connecting the major points of interest
and starting at the main entry points for the town. They are designed to take visitors to places that are a
mixture of the picturesque, historic locations, places for refreshment and shops. It will avoid places that are
unattractive or off-putting such as the pavement along the A6 or the footbridge near the sewage treatment
works. The longer walk will encourage visitors to experience parts of the river which are presently tucked away
and unseen.
We have walks already why are these needed?
We are putting something forward that is fresh and new. The existing walks can be improved and can be more
integrated into an offering that has wider and complementary objectives e.g. job creation.
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From a historic perspective we need to capture more information in the signage along the route. The narrative
to support the walk is very important and will require careful preparation. It needs to give the visitor new
insights into the history of the town and to tell its unique story. Good history is not just a series of facts but has
to be contextualised. Sometimes just a few phrases can put something in a completely new light. For the Trust,
the narrative is the critical thing. We want visitors to be engaged, to be entertained, to learn and to know
more than they did previously after they complete a tour – even if it is only one thing.
The walk is not just about history – Belper is in a beautiful valley with a beautiful river: a river that is largely
hidden away for much of its length through the town. It is the river that created the power for the mills and
despite its links to industry remains unpolluted with a surprisingly large head of freshwater fish including trout
and occasional salmon. It continues to provide substantial amounts of hydroelectric power. The river walks
will tell the story of the river, its natural history, the wildlife in the river and on the river bank and of course its
beauty. In addition, it provides an excellent backdrop to many of Belper’s historic buildings.
Not just walking and wildlife – visitors will want to visit shops and have places to eat and drink so the walks
provide a route that facilitates this and is an essential feature of each of the Belper Strutt Mill Walks.
Other benefits
Connecting the Belper Mills site with the town – the Belper Mills site is not readily accessible from the town
centre without walking along the A6. The walks cannot reduce the distance or the physical barriers of the hilly
nature of parts of Belper but they can make the journey more entertaining.
Making better use of existing signage – there are already attractive information panels in Milford and Belper.
In Belper these are located on Long Row, at The Triangle, Calder’s Corner and in the Marketplace. There is no
indication that these boards are linked to one another and visitors have to find them almost by chance as they
walk around the town.
Your views are invited on the suggestions in this proposal
If you wish to support or comment on this proposal we invite you to either email your comments to
feedback@belpernorthmill.org.uk or write to The Manager, The Derwent Valley Visitor Centre, Strutt’s North
Mill, Bridgefoot, Belper, Derbyshire DE56 1YD.
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Section 2 – The new proposed walks
The walks have been developed by the Trust using a small team and, apart from sample texts, the Trust has yet
to develop the essential narrative that will be required for guidance and signage and while the walks have
been researched on the ground, further field testing is needed. This proposal is put forward to solicit support
for the concept and help in its implementation.
Walking routes
We have been developing three routes with the potential to add more. The three proposed routes are set out
below – the short walk, an extended short walk and the longer walk. These walks meet the criteria set out
below and would offer visitors a choice of length of walk and what aspects of the town’s heritage they wish to
visit. The longest of these walks also includes the river side walk.
Criteria for the new walks route and the approach taken in designing it
When devising routes for a walk around the town there are a number of requirements that we have decided
each walk must meet. These are listed and described below.
A Circular Route – It is assumed that visitors to Belper who use each walk need to return to their point of
origin, whether that is one of town’s transport hubs, car parks or visitor areas. The route should also be able to
be started and ended at any point. Returning visitors back to where they started will also help to prevent
people becoming lost.
Varying lengths – There should be walks of different lengths to allow for the varying lengths of time any
potential visitors may have, and the approximate walk time and total distance must be shown to visitors
before they start the walk, together with information about the difficulty of the route and its accessibility to
wheelchairs and mobility scooters.
Public access – All routes must follow public rights of way or routes that are open to members of the public.
Links to transports hubs – The route should, where possible, either link or pass close to transport hubs and
carparks within the town so that it is easy to find and takes visitors back to their start point. The maps below
show the location of public carparks in grey.
Links to shops and amenities – The route should pass close to places where people can shop, get refreshments
and find public toilets. This would serve to boost footfall to these local business and services.
Riverside / Nature Walk component – for the longest of the three walks the route will involve walking along
the River Derwent. This will serve as a counterbalance to the industrial sights of the walk and offer a change of
environment from the urban landscape of the town.
Avoid the A6 – The main road through Belper, the A6, is heavily trafficked by both light and heavy vehicles.
Walking along the road should be avoided and visitors directed to the lesser travelled parts of Belper where
the majority of the town’s heritage is located, allowing them to see different parts of the town which many
people just drive past.
The ability to customise what to see or to meet specific interests – Although this is difficult, if not impossible,
to achieve with some of the proposed guiding methods, the ability to customise the walks according to certain
themes would offer the visitor a choice of what to see without needing to have detailed prior knowledge of
the town.
Walking routes could be developed that cover a single aspect of the town’s history such as cotton spinning,
nail making, hosiery or the railway and the visitor could choose what they want to see. This would allow for
short walks for those with limited time or specific interests. This could also be used as a way of encouraging
repeat visits to the town as people first do one walk and then return to do another.
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Potential Walk routes
Route 1 – Belper and the Strutt Family - A short walk around The River Gardens, the former Strutt mills and
housing and Unitarian Chapel
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Route 2 – An extended walk focusing on the Strutt mills and centre of Belper featuring the River Gardens,
former Strutt mills and housing, Unitarian Chapel, St John’s Chapel, the Marketplace, the Memorial Gardens,
King Street, Belper Railway Station and the jitties leading through the town and back to the former Strutt
mills.
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Route 3 – The longest of the three routes featuring the River Gardens, former Strutt mills, Strutt houses,
Unitarian Chapel, St John’s Chapel, the Marketplace, the Memorial Gardens, King Street, De Bradelei Mill,
Belper’s old train station and a walk along the river returning to the River Gardens. The red dotted line
represents a possible alternative route should access across the privately-owned bridge and footpaths be
made available to walkers
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Riverside Walk route
Part of the longest of the three proposed walks includes stretches along the River Derwent. This offers a
different setting to the urbanised areas of the other parts of the walk. It is proposed that this part of the walk
follows the river on the opposite bank to the town along an existing foot path. This path is a public right of way
that roughly follows the route of the river.
Photographs taken of sections of the proposed walk are shown below. Sections of this route run close to the
river whilst others can be some distance away from it with little indication that the river is close by. This could
be improved through better management of the vegetation closer to the bank to allow a better view of the
river. This would however potentially have a detrimental environmental effect on wildlife habitat in the areas
of tall grass closer to the river banks. The landowner of the river bank would need to be involved with any
works impacting on their property.
Furthermore, the foot path would benefit from some improvements. The section of the path that passes along
the perimeter of the sewage treatment works would benefit from improved landscaping, being widened to
allow people to pass each other easily; at present it is only just wide enough to allow for people walking in
single file. This section of the path would also benefit from some beautification to improve the view of this
facility.
Crossing the river
Any walk that follows the river faces the challenge of crossing the River Derwent. The public footpath that the
route would utilise is on the opposite bank of the river to the town. Within Belper there are three crossings
that join the footpath, and only two are accessible to the public; the bridge carrying the A517 over the river
close to Strutt’s North Mill and the bridge linking Goods Road to the town’s sewage treatment works. These
two bridges are at either end of the town making it difficult to include a riverside section of the walk on the
shorter routes.
There is however, a third bridge located approximately half way between the two detailed above. This bridge
is privately owned. If access across the bridge could be secured, along with footpath access on the town side, it
would allow for easier access to the riverside walk. Doing this however could introduce significant cost to the
project in securing public access to the bridge and ensuring that it is safe to use.
The proposed route along the river
Below are a series of images of the route along the banks of the river that would form the proposed riverside
walk. Despite only being a few minutes’ walk from the centre of Belper, the change in environment provides a
completely different flavour to this section of the proposed route than the urban and industrial areas that
precede it.
Figure 1 A view of the path along the river leading

towards the A517 bridge. The river is to the right of
the image partially obscured by vegetation
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Figure 2 A view of the path as it reaches the pumping
station. The river is to the left of the image. Beyond
the path merges with an unpaved access road to the
pumping station

Figure 3 The footpath as it diverges from the road

and returns to the footpath. The river is to the right of
the image

Figure 4 A view of the East Mill from the foot path.

Much of the view of Belper is obscured by the trees
along the riverbank which, as can be seen by the
position of the trees is some considerable distance
away from the footpath at this point in the walk.
Beyond this point the footpath continues until it
crosses a private road that leads to the privatelyowned bridge that crosses the river.

Figure 5 The large metal gate preventing access

across the river at the midpoint of the walk. If an
agreement could be reached with its owner to allow
access it would allow for more flexibility of walking
routes and for a shorted overall route to feature part
of a riverside walk.

Figure 6 Beyond the bridge the walking route starts

to open out as it passes the edge of cultivated fields.
The river runs close to the path for most of this part
of the walk. The path also offers excellent views up
the hill to the route of the old Roman Road along the
Chevin.
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Figure 7 The path passes along the side of the Severn
Trent sewage treatment works on the edge of Belper.
This section of the path would need improvement
and widening if possible. Beatification works could
aloe be undertaken on this stretch to attempt to
screen the works.

Figure 8 Beyond the sewage treatment works the

path splits. Visitors would be directed up and over the
bridge leading to Goods Road and the site of Belper’s
first railway station and back into the town centre.

Methods of Implementing the Proposed walk
The possible methodology for implementing the Belper Strutt Mill Walks is described in the table below.
Implementation will require new guides to be developed to ensure the new walks meet the Trust’s standards.
The biggest task will be developing the narrative to support the walks.
Phase 1 – with a short timescale
Guiding Method
Leaflet at tourist information
locations / tourist entry point to
the town i.e. carparks, bus and
railway stations

Advantages
-Easy to implement
-Relatively low cost once the
initial art work and design has
been produced.
-Cost can be subsidised by selling
advertising space to local
businesses.
-Can be made available digitally

Walking routes made available
solely through Strutt’s North Mill
museum and tourist information
websites

-Low maintenance costs, no
physical infrastructure such as
leaflet holders or leaflets to be
printed
-Accessible to anyone with
internet access

Disadvantages
-The number of walks and
information about all of the
points of interest would require a
new handout/ leaflet
-The walks only work if people
have access to the leaflet
-Leaflet racks might have to be
installed in prominent locations at
all of the main entry point to the
town or be available at shops and
cafes
-Possibility of increased litter
around town
-Requires planning trip in advance
so routes can be printed out
-Physical signage may still be
required to advertise the walk to
people who have not found it
through a website
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Guided walks with volunteer walk
guides

-Can be formatted so they can be
followed from a smartphone /
portable device or printed out.
-Can be developed and
implemented alongside leaflets
using the same content with
different formatting to suit
electronic devices
-Personalised tours that can cover
a range of interesting subjects
-Existing walks and volunteer
guides can be approached to
provide the walks
-Offer a unique experience unlike
a leaflet or app.
-Can charge for walks to cover
costs with the possibility of
generating a profit

-Leaflets may still need to be
produced to allow visitors who do
not plan their walk to undertake
them

-Walks can only run at fixed times
and can only cover one route
-Reliant on volunteer’s knowledge
and abilities
-Advertising material still needs to
be produced
-Wil have a central meeting point
and can’t be easily joined from
multiple locations along its length
-Rival guided walk providers
already exist within the town

Phase 2 – Developments requiring investment
Guiding Method
External signage mounted in
appropriate locations, for
example, on sides of buildings and
on posts in town giving directions

Advantages
-Existing information boards
around the town can be used
-Entirely fixed in place, visitors
don’t need to bring anything with
them or carry anything to direct
them on their walk
-Could be linked with other
guiding and content delivery
systems such as phone / tablet
apps and QR codes
-Can work in conjunction with a
leaflet giving directions / maps
with information about each
point of interest being on the
information boards. This would
remove the problem of limited
space on a leaflet for information
and keep printing costs down

Disadvantages
-Navigation without a handheld
map can be difficult if the boards
are not within line of sight of each
other
-Existing information boards
would need to be modified to
give directions to the next one
along the walk
-Some existing boards need to be
refreshed due to age / fading
-Existing boards don’t have
obvious links to each other or
directions of where to go next
-Could be difficult to implement
multiple walks without it being
confusing for visitors to follow
-Panels require planning
permission and if sited close to
listed building this can be difficult
to get
-Panels need to be on sites that
do not block foot paths which
may reduce visibility

Hybrid System of external signs
and information panels linked by
a route leaflet or print out

-Combines the advantages and
removes the primary
disadvantages of both leaflets and
external signs method of guiding
walks

-Has many of the same
disadvantages of the two systems
such as requiring planning
permission for the information
boards and having to print and
restock leaflets
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Bespoke “Visit Belper App” for
mobile devices with preloaded
digitally delivered self-guided
walks and points of interest
around the town

Utilisation of existing digitally
delivered self-guided walk apps or
service such as ‘Wonders of the
Peak’

-Larger outdoor information
board can provide more
information than a leaflet
-Printing the route of the walk
resolves the issues of direction
finding
-The leaflet can offer a variety of
routes
-Advertisements for local business
and other points of potential
interest, places to eat and public
toilets can be placed on the
leaflet maps
-The leaflet can be made available
digitally and linked via the
information boards using QR
codes
-Potentially huge selection of
walks that can be generated
depending on the visitor’s wishes
-Can be used to deliver a variety
of content to the visitor to allow
for a range of interests
-All directions can be given by the
device, no requirement for paper
maps
-Can be used to promote local
business through sponsorship and
deals
-Each walk generated can meet all
of the requirements listed above
-Solutions already exist that meet
the majority of the requirements
listed above
-Potentially lower cost than a
bespoke solution
-Using an already established
service with market penetration
may reduce advertising costs.
-Existing systems will require less
testing and bug finding

-High upfront cost for
development
-Reliance on electronic devices
-Ongoing upkeep cost for back
end server infrastructure
-Requires signs to promote the
app to visitors and awareness of it
by local business to gain
sponsorship

-Cost of licencing / using existing
systems may not be much less
than a bespoke system that offers
more functionality
-Existing systems such as
‘Wonders of the Peak’ may not
provide all the functionality
required

Financials
Each of the proposed solutions detailed above comes with financial costs both for their set up and continued
running. The table below gives these along with approximate costs where available.
Guiding Method
Leaflet at tourist information sites
/ tourist entry point to the town
i.e. carparks, bus and railway
stations

Estimated set up costs
Designing art work for leaflets
Printing leaflets - Approximately.
£100 per 1000 leaflets and £500
for the art work

Running Costs
Reprinting Leaflets –
Approximately £100 per 1000
leaflets
Maintenance of holders and
replenishing leaflets
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Walking routes made available
through Strutt’s North Mill
museum and tourist information
websites
External signs mounted on sides
of buildings and on posts in town
giving directions

Hybrid system of external signs
and information panels linked by
a route leaflet or print out

Guided walks with volunteers as
walk guides

Bespoke “Visit Belper App” for
mobile devices with preloaded
digitally delivered self-guide walks
and points of interest around the
town
Utilisation of existing digitally
delivered self-guided walk app or
service such as ‘Wonders of the
Peak’

Leaflet holders and information
panels – approximately £1000 per
panel
Design of the webpage - £500
Outdoor signs to promote the
walk - approximately £500 each
Designing information boards and
seeking permission from property
owners. Costs to be determined

Webhosting and website
maintenance cost – included
within Strutt North Mill’s existing
web hosting and IT costs
Maintenance of signs
Maintenance of information
boards

Outdoor mountings and printing approximately £1000 per panel
Designing information boards
and outdoor mountings and
printing - approximately £1000
per panel
Designing art work for leaflets
Printing leaflets - approximately
£100 per 1000 leaflets and £500
for the art work
Volunteer training costs i.e. first
aid training – approximately
£1000
Advertising costs for promoting
walks - £500
Creation of app – potentially
substantial
Outdoor signs to promote the app
- approximately £500 each
Licencing cost to use similar
platform
Outdoor signs to promote the app
- approximately £500 each

Ongoing volunteer training costs
approximately £500 per year
Ongoing advertisement costs £500 per year
Webhosting, server and
maintenance costs –
approximately £5,000 per year
Possible licencing costs
Webhosting and server costs
Possible licencing costs

Along with these costs for each different guiding system, the potential cost of implementing a new crossing
over the river should also be considered. However, without access to the privately-owned bridge to assess its
structural suitability to be used as a public right way, and agreement with owner to allow this, a cost for this
cannot be determined at this time.
Recommendations and Proposals
Short term
•
•
•

Discuss comments and suggestions from consultation with Belper Town Council
The Trust to implement Phase 1 as described above
Encourage public bodies to make an approach to the land owner of the privately held bridge across
the River Derwent to explore the potential of having the bridge made a public right of way. A similar
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approach should be made to the land owners of the track leading up to this bridge on the town side
of the river to allow access to the bridge and the possibility of short walks along the river.
Longer term
•
•

•

Develop a better approach to signage and expanded narrative at all points of interest for each walk –
possibly focusing initially on the shorter walk and then progressing walk by walk
The best method for self-guided walks that meets all of the route requirements is either the Bespoke
“Visit Belper App” or utilisation of existing services such as ‘Pocket Wonders’. As Pocket Wonders is
an existing service that partially covers Belper, enquires should be made with Buxton Museums and
Derbyshire County Council about the possible costs of using this service and if it can be further
tailored to meet our requirements
A hybrid system of information panels and a simple paper map would offer benefits over a purely
paper-based system as it would avoid the problems of fitting large amounts of information on a
single leaflet while showing the location of the panels that make up the points of interest along the
walk. This system would have a potential cost saving over the creation of a bespoke app but would
not enable the creation of walks that can link points of interest of a visitor’s own choosing.
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Appendix 1 Current Belper Walks
There are five existing types of heritage walks around the town, these are summarised below.
Outdoor Information Panels
These are located at points around the town on Long Row, The Triangle, Calder’s Corner and in the
Marketplace but there is no walking route linking these points. Some of the boards are not clearly visible, for
example, the Information board on Long Row is partially obscured by vegetation during summer. As there is no
indication that these boards are linked together as a set walk visitors have to find them as they walk around
the town, relying on a visitor knowing Belper’s historic places well enough to be able to find them.
Guided Walks around the Town
Throughout the year Strutt’s North Mill runs a program of events that includes guided walks around the town
focusing upon aspects of its history. They are led by a volunteer guide and cover both Belper and the wider
area. The walks are promoted through a leaflet available in Strutt’s North Mill Museum and at other locations
around the town and via social media. There are also similar walks organised by the Belper Historical Society
and private enterprises such as Derbyshire Heritage Walks.
Free self-guided walks leaflets
Two Belper Heritage Walk leaflets were produced by Belper Historical society in 2006 and were available from
Tourist Information Points around the town.
Belper Heritage Walk 1 is a circular route focused on the Strutt mills, the River Gardens and the Strutt workers’
housing.
Belper Heritage Walk 2 is a linear route from De Bradelei Mill and The Methodist Chapel via Unity Mill, to the
Drill Hall on Cluster Road and ending at the North Mill.
Both leaflets include directions for the walk, with a map and information on points of interest along the way.
However due to the limitation of leaflet size the number of featured points and the available information
about them is minimal.
An updated version of Belper Walks Leaflet 1 was produced in 2018. Both of the original leaflets are available
to download from the Strutt North Mill website www.belpernorthmill.org.uk
Online walks
An internet search shows a number of potential walks around Belper. These mostly feature directions and a
map without any detailed information about the places that the walks pass.
Paid Literature
There is a small amount of paid literature featuring walks around Belper. The Belper Historical Society has
produced a booklet featuring heritage walks around the town costing £1. This contains a walk route around
the town with information about the places it passes. This is on sale in the town including Strutt’s North Mill.
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Appendix 2 – New Developments in Town Walks
The Wonders of the Peak – A digitally delivered self-guided walk
In 2017 as part of a renovation of a major gallery space, Buxton Museum in partnership with Derbyshire
County Council with funding from The Heritage Lottery Fund launched ‘The Wonders of the Peak’ website.
This website lists objects that visitors to the Peak District may find interesting and their locations. It is designed
to be viewed on a range of devices from smartphones to desktop computers. Its sister website ‘Pocket
Wonders’ is capable of auto generating a walking route that links these locations. People can follow this route
either on a mobile device or on a print off paper sheet. The walk generator allows people to select their
location and how long they wish a walk to be and generates a walk based upon what is available to see nearby.
The user can even choose what places they wish to see, so potentially theming the walk to their choosing. If a
visitor does not know what they want to see the website will generate a walk using the location of the device
that the website is being viewed upon to show possible objects to see close to the visitor. The walking routes
generated feature directions to the next place on the route as well as information about each location on the
tour and is not limited by the size of a leaflet. Images, audio and even video content could be shown. Although
‘The Wonders of The Peak’ website does not specifically focus upon Belper there are a number of locations
within the town already on the website and more could be added.
Made in Derby (Derby Walk of Fame)
Unveiled to the public in May 2018 ‘Made in Derby’ is an initiative sponsored by Derby City Council, The Derby
Telegraph and business leaders from the city to promote Derby’s history.
To create this, members of the public were invited to submit entries for famous people connected with the
city. Over eighty names were submitted, these being short listed down to ten. The winners were unveiled in
May 2018 where eight plaques were unveiled (some plaques shared two names) at a ceremony attended by
local media. The plaques are situated in the surface of Albion Street and Exchange Street between the Intu
Shopping Centre and the Guildhall Market, an area of the town where the city council was keen to promote
the growth of retail business.
To accompany the Walk of Fame a ‘Made in Derby’ app was created to provide further information about each
of the historical figures and their achievements. The app is also able to use the camera on the user’s smart
phone to offer an augmented reality view showing a computer-generated image that hovers above the plaque
relating to the achievements of each of the famous people. For example, the plaque for Charles Rolls and
Henry Royce features an animation of a jet engine.
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Appendix 3 – Linking the physical and the digital

One of the primary limitations of using a physical medium to guide walks is the amount and type of content
that they can hold. As discussed above, leaflets are limited by their size in the amount of text and images that
they can hold before they become too large to be easy to use and too costly to produce as a free leaflet.
Although information boards do not have these size limitations, they do share a limitation on the types of
content that can be displayed. Both formats are limited to text and images, and the inclusion of colour images
increases the printing costs for leaflets. Digital solutions do not have these limitations and can offer users a
range of different content such as audio and video. This can also be updated easily to either correct mistakes
or add new content as it becomes available. However it can be difficult to link the information that is available
through digital platforms to someone on a walk around Belper without directing them as to where the
information can be found.
There are a number of ways of linking these two mediums in ways that are easy for visitors to access using the
camera or Bluetooth on smartphones or tablets. The best known of these are QR codes, see figure 9. These are
a type of barcode that can link to a web address and can be read by a camera on a smart phone or tablet.
Similar solutions are Snap Tags, which allow an image to function in the same way
as a QR code eliminating the need for a separate QR code, and proximity based
iBeacons which use a device’s Bluetooth function to trigger content. All three of
these could be implemented into external display boards to allow additional
content to be provided to a visitor reading them. They would add an extra layer of
information to each board while keeping the physical size of the board small and
only requiring it to contain key information.
Implementing QR codes would offer a low-cost solution to problems of limited
Figure 9 A QR code linking space for information on outdoor display panels and the webpages they link to
to Strutt’s North Mill
could be hosted on the existing Strutt’s North Mill website, although content for
website
these pages will need to be designed and created. QR codes are also easily
identifiable and do not require visitors to have any specialist apps installed on their
devices. They can also be use in promotion on posters and on information boards around the town to initially
link people into the walk. These posters could be placed in areas frequented by tourist such as local coffee
shops and cafés.
One limitation of basic QR codes is that, once generated, the link they point to cannot be changed without
requiring the whole QR code to be changed. This will not prevent content from being added to the page that
they link to, but the URL of the webpage cannot change or the link will not function. There are ways around
this by using a dynamic QR code that will not need to be changed should the URL of the web pages change.
However there is an ongoing subscription cost of maintaining this type of QR code with a 3rd party provider.
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Appendix 4 – Points of interest for an historical walk
Below are points of interest that would feature on a walk around Belper.
Belper Unitarian Chapel
Constructed by the Strutt family to encourage
their workers to attend morally improving church
services. Several members of the Strutt family
are buried in the church’s crypt while the
founder of the Belper mills, Jedediah Strutt, is
believed to be have been buried outside the
building close to the original entrance.

Belper War Memorial Gardens
Converted from the paddock of the Strutt
family’s former home, Green Hall, the gardens
were gifted to the town by George Herbert Strutt
in 1921. They are the site Belper’s war memorial
and offer a quiet place to reflect away from the
busy shops of King Street.

Belper Market Place
The historic location of Belper’s market.
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St John’s Chapel
The oldest surviving building in Belper. Parts of
the building date back to around 1250 when
Belper was a small village surrounded by a Royal
Hunting Forest.

Wards Sturt and Sharp Warehouse / Dalton Oil
site
Constructed by Wards, Sturt and Sharp of Belper
as a warehouse in 1850 to act as a centralised
collection and production point for knitted goods
produced throughout the town. After the Wards
Sturt and Sharp business ended the site was
taken over by Dalton Oil in 1934 and used for
refining oil products. Today little remains apart
from the warehouse and an old cottage close by.

George Herbert Strutt Grammar School / Strutt
Community Centre
Constructed by George Herbert Strutt as a gift to
the people of Belper in 1909. Strutt’s School
educated generations of the town’s residents
before its closure in 2008.
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Belper Workhouse / Babington Hospital
Originally completed in 1840 as the Belper Union
Workhouse. During the 20th century the buildings
were converted into Babington Hospital to care
for Belper’s sick and injured.

Belper’s First Railway Station
When the railway first came to Belper in 1840
the station was located to the south of the town
away from the town centre. As passenger
numbers grew a new station was constructed in
the centre of the town. Its predecessor was
relegated to a goods station before its eventual
closure.

Former George Brettle & Co. Warehouse /
Factory
Constructed after he gained sole ownership of
his earlier hosiery partnership with Ward and
Sharp, George Brettle built this grand warehouse
on Chapel Street. The Brettle’s business
continued to grow and by the 1920s and 1930s it
was one of the largest manufacturers of hosiery
in the world.
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Belper Railway Station
Built as a replacement for the original station on
Goods Road to the south of the town.

Belper Jitties
Constructed as part of the Strutt Estate workers’
housing the jitties (known locally as ‘channels’)
run from the Strutt mills to the town centre
allowing quick pedestrian access to both.

Long Row and The Clusters
Built by the Strutt family as housing for their mill
workers, the Strutt estate provided affordable,
high quality housing for mill workers and made
Belper the first ‘cotton town’ in the world.
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Belper River Gardens
Constructed from disused willow growing beds
on land owned by George Herbert Strutt, Belper
River Gardens were first opened in 1906. The
Gardens continue to be popular with residents
and visitors alike.

River Derwent
Running through the town the River Derwent
provided the power for the early textile mills
along the valley.

The Strutt Mills
The oldest parts of this mill complex date back to
1776 when Jedediah Strutt constructed his first
water powered cotton mill on the banks of the
River Derwent at the beginning of the Industrial
Revolution. The mills and the machinery they
housed were revolutionary for their time and
today Belper it at the centre of the Derwent
Valley Mills World Heritage Site.
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